
KRAUSITB, A NEW SULFATE FROM CALIFORNIA
Wrr,rrelr F. FosuLc,r U. S. National, Museum.

fNtnooucrrow

During a field study of the boron deposits of California and Ne_
vada in 1929 there was found in the colemanite district of Borate,
in the Calico Hills, San Bernardino County, California, a small de_
posit of sulfates of iron. This deposit was found to contain a fair
abundance of a new sulfate of iron and potash not previously de_
scribed. Earlier, in t926, there was collected from the dumps of the
Santa Maria mine, at Velardena, Durango, Mexico, a smaliamount
of similar material which proves to be the same minerar. For this
new hineral species the writer proposes the name krausi.te,in honor
of Doctor Edward Henry Kraus, professor of crystallography and
mineralogy and director of the Mineralogical Laboratory,-Univer_
sity of Michigan.

Locerrry eNo Occunnrxcu

The borax camp of Borate is situatecl six miles from the town of
Yermo from which it is readily accessible by road. The camp has
long since been abandoned and is now largely fallen into ruirr. the
road from Yermo follows the main Los Angeles_Salt Lake City
Highway for a short distance, circles the eastern end of the Calico
Hills and approaches Borate by way of a dry and sandy wash. The
old road to Borate continued up this wash to a small side canyon
from the southwest that led directly to the old camp but this is now
washed out and the newer road swings south to an old railroad
grade which it uses to the camp. At the point where the old road
leaves the main wash is a prominent outcrop of dark banded cherts
at the southern exposure of which is a smali prospect hole contain_
ing the sulfate minerals. This body of salts was known to the borax

the silver camp of Calico, a few miles to the west. Near the upper
part of the exposed portion of the sedimentary beds is toood ?h"

I Published by the permission of the Secretary of the smithsonian rnstitution.
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colemanite that produced the borax ore mined some years ago. The
sulfate bearing cherts are several hundred feet stratigraphically
below this but have no apparent connection with the borate de-
posits.

The sulfate body is a lenticular mass of mixed salts, probably not
over 10 feet in thicknesss and the minerals contained therein, in the
order of their relative abundance are: alunite, coquimbite, roemer-
ite, voltaite, jarosite, halotrichite, krausite, metavoltite, fibro-
ferrite, sulfur, gypsum, anhydrite and a few others that occur
sparingly and are not yet fully determined. The salts are roughly
zoned; the alunite occupies the foot wall and grades into sugary
white coquimbite, while the center of the deposit and the hanging
wall is made up of a complex aggregate of mixed salts. Krausite is
found in small part in the alunite and coquimbite but more largely
and in better specimens in the transition zone between the coquim-
bite and the mixed salts.

Krausite occurs in several difierent lorms. That found in the alu-
nite forms comparatively large but rough crystals, lacks transpar-
ency and often has a pale mauve color superimposed on the yellow
of the purer mineral. It occupies nests and irregular cavities in the
fine clay-like alunite or coquimbite. The krausite.of the transition
zone is in lemon yellow crystals, often clear and with brilliant lus-
ter. These crystals, rarely exceeding t#o or three millimeters, line
cracks and are associated with colorless or purple coquimbite,
brown crystals of roemerite, black cubes of voltaite and chestnut
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flakes of metavoltite. Rarely radiated blades of a dull yellow color

are seen.
Cnrrurcar PnoPnntrBs

For analysis clear crystals or groups of crystals were selected. A

small amount of coquimbite, metavoltite, clay and an unknown

hexagonal mineral contaminated the sample but in amounts ag-

gregating less than one or two percent. The analysis and ratios

derived therefrom are given above.
From these results it is quite evident that the insoluble matter,

lime, ferrous oxide, silica and perhaps the soda should be deducted

as extraneous matterl the remaining constituents giving, in a very

sat is factory manner,  the rat ios:  KzO:FeqOs:SOs:HzO : l : l :4 :2.

The mineral is therefore a normal sulfate of iron and potash of the

composition KzSO+' Fez(SOr)a' 2HzO, the theoretical composition of

which is given in Column 3.
Krausite is insoluble in water and is only slowly decomposed I

crystals left for several days in water show only a superficial film

of iron hydroxide. It is slowly but completely soluble in hydro-

chloric acid. Before the blowpipe the mineral decrepitates strongly

coloring the flame violet. The mineral first becomes opaque, then

assumes a red crust and finally is reduced to a black scoriaceous

mass. fn the closed tube it decrepitates in part, turns first ocherous

yellow, then chestnut brown and finally fuses to a dull vesicular

mass. Water that is strongly acid in character is given off.

Cnvsrer-rocRAPHrc PtoPBnrtns

Krausite is found only as crystals or aggregates of crystals and

abundant satisfactory material was available for measurement'

The irystals seldom reach 5 millimeters in size and these are rough

and deeply striated crystals from the alunite zone. The smaller

crystals are often completely developed and are bright and'often

flawless. Numerous crystals were examined, a large number pro-

visionally mounted on the goniometer and 16 were finally measured'

These measurements show the crystals to be monoclinic in form

but of several different h-abits. The recognized faces are: r(001),

m(rr}), t(2ro), a(100), I(T02), d(T}l), r(2rr) and s(112). Not all

these faces gave reflections suitable for crystallographic calcula-

tions although three, m, c and d, gave good to excellent signals. The

measurements of these faces, used in the calculations are given in

the following tables.
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ar ( l  10) c (f i01) d (101)

33'19', (1) 72024', -43"U)',

30 (1) 42 19
sL (2) M 24
36 (3) 4e 32
39 (1) 51 36
40 (2) s4
43 (2) Average -43"22'

45 (2) Average 12o44'
s3 (1)
se (1)

Average 33o39'

From these measurements the following crystallographic ele-
ments have been calculated.

Linear elements Polar elements

a :1 .5401 fo : l . l | l 9
c :1 .7584 qs : l .7 l0 l
B :102"M'  e :0 .22M

P:77o16 '

The measured and calculated angles for all the forms are as fol-

lows:
Mprsuaeo eno Cercur-erro Amcrrs ol KnausrrB

Measured Calculated

o Q  ,  o o  ,  o Q  ,  o o  ,

'c (001) 90 00 12 44 90 00 12 M
a (100) 90 00 90 00 90 00 90 00
I (2r0) 52 5e 90 00 53 s0 90 00
m, (110) 33 39 90 00 33 39 90 00
d (T01) 90 0o -43 22 90 0o -43 2r
J G02) 90 0o -19 45 90 0o - 19 45
r (2rr) -50 5 -69 43 -50 2r -69 49
s (I12) -24 20 -43 46 -22 18 -43 24

Fonns AND HABrrs

The prism m(ll}) is often the largest form on the crystals but in
some habits is considerably reduced in size although it is always
present. It is always sharp and bright but often slightly rounded
so that it gives a multiple signal.

The orthopinacoid o(100) is rarely present and then only as a
narrow face; a prominent cleavage in this direction often gives
small reflecting surfaces.
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The base c(001) is always a prominent face on the crystals, some-
times occupying the entire crystal termination and usually it is the
most prominent terminal face. It is always sharp giving good re-
flections although it is sometimes curved.

Frc. 1. Simple crystal of krausite with c(001) and z(110).

Frc. 2. Crystal of krausite with z(001), m(t10), d(I01), and/(102).

The two orthodomes d60I) and /(1OZ) are often present bul
quite variable in size. The face d. rarely exceeds c in size and is usu-
ally much smaller, while / is usually a small to medium sized face.

Tbe prism l,(2l}) is rare and found only as narrow faces.
The pyramids r(Ztl and s(ltZ) are occasionally encountered

but are always much rounded, yielding poor signals. The face s is
often la1ge. Both forms appear to be solution forms.
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The habit of the crystals vary from long needle-like prisms to
thin, flat wedges and there are all gradations between these two ex-
tremes. The commonest habit is a medium prismltic one, termin-
ated by the base c (Fig. 1), the base c andtheorthodomef orthe
base c, orthodomes d. and f (Fig. 2). By a reduction in the length of

Frc. 3. Crystal of krausite witi c(001), m(ll}), d(I}l),1G02) and s(112).

the prism the crystals become more nearly equidimensional and
sometimes assume a rhombic aspect. A still further reduction in the
length of the prism gives a habit with a pyramidal development
(Fig. 5), particularly if only c and J are the terminal faces and the
prism is reduced to a point where these three faces join. The final

Frc. 4. Tabular crvstal of krausite.

habit, brought about by the reduction of the prism is a thin wedge-
shaped crystal (Fig. a). The presence of large pyramidal faces gives
a habit unrelated to the usual one. The base and orthodomes are re-
duced to small size, the crystal being usually terminated by large
but curved faces of s(112) (Fig. 3).

A gnomonic projection of the crystal forms is shown in fig. 6.

,24,ln

.f
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Pnvsrca:, AND 0PTrcAr- Pnopr:nrrns

The color of krausite is a pale yellowish green. The crystals are
nearly pale turtle green (Ridgway) while the aggregated crystals
are somewhat more gray, approaching lichens green. The luster is a
bright vitreous one. Crystals are transparent and often flawless.
Streak white. There are two good cleavages, the basal one being

m

f

Fro. 5. Pseudo-pyramidal crystal of krausite.

perfect and the mineral readily splits along this direction into thin
plates. A second cleavage parallel to a(100) is good; the combina-
tion of these two cleavages causes the mineral to be easily broken
into rods and shreds. The hardness is 2.5. The specific gravity, de-
termined by floating clear crystals in a mixture of methylene iodide
ahd carbon tetrachloride was found to be 2.840.

= 
IirG. 6. Gnomonic projection of krausite forms.
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orless; Y and Z :pale yellow. Basal cleavage sectious show no ap-

preciable pleochroism and no distinct optical figure' The crystals

Fro. 7. Optical orientation and cleavage of krausite'

lying on the prism show the emergence of an optic axis just at the

"ag" 
of the fi;td, while the crystals lying on the clinopinacoid edge

show the maximum extinction and an optical figure with a wide

separation of the optic axes.
Due to paucity of material and unsatisfactory character of the

mineral from Velardena, it was not studied in detail. Krausite from

here is found as fine, drusy crusts of crystals of a pale greenish yel-

low color on blocks and in cracks in limestone, associated with vol-

taite, halotrichite and other iron minerals. The mineral has re-

sulted from the oxidation of a considerable quantity of pyrite
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thrown on the dump many years ago. This pyrite has given rise to a
series of iron sulfates, of whicb copiapite is the most common. The
krausite is confined to the material in close association with the
fragments and blocks of limestone. The crystals are too small for
crystallographic determination but the general appearance of the
mineral, the approximate determination of its optical properties,
its insolubility in water and its other chemical characters identify
it quite satisfactorily as krausite.


